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Julie Tanner  
South West Design Review Panel 
9 Beechen Cliff Villas, 
Beechen Cliff Road, 
Bath  
BA2 4QR  

Dear Julie,     

Saxonvale  2019/1180/OTS South West Design Review Panel submission 
Frome & District Civic Society have read and considered the submission by Cre-
ating Excellence SWDRP on the Saxonvale scheme. As a member of the Saxon-
vale Stakeholder Group and a long-standing advocate for the appropriate devel-
opment of the site, we support Mendip and Acorn in bringing the scheme to re-
view and appreciate many of the panel’s comments on design matters. However, 
we must draw to the attention of the panel and councillors some important issues 
that suggest the broader discussion was not as fully informed as it might have 
been and that the panel’s advice is therefore, in part, misguided. 

It is unfortunate, and in our a view a mistake, that SWDRP do not engage directly 
with residents’ or community representatives on major schemes of this kind. Pub-
lic consultation based on a volume of individual responses is important, but the 
panel should also be able to benefit from the experience and insight of those with 
local knowledge of sites, communities and neighbourhoods. Without this, the re-
port can only be a paper exercise, inevitably coloured by the bodies that are af-
forded access to the panel. We understand these included representatives of 
Mendip, Acorn and Nash, and that one panel member is a recent former Director 
of Nash. There were no representatives of Somerset Highways (a flaw noted in 
the report itself), or any independent representative body that has analysed this 
scheme in detail. Our specific comments below reflect these concerns. 

1. Route of access road 
We share, and have consistently voiced, the panel’s concerns about the contort-
ed right-angled bends on the main access road, which conflict with the main 
pedestrian desire lines through the site. The proposed dual roles of primary ve-
hicular access and pedestrian-friendly public space are simply incompatible. We 
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also agree that both vehicular and pedestrian access along this street will be 
hampered by the amount of replacement public parking sited on it. 

We are surprised that the panel was silent on the use of the access route as a 
means to split the site into three isolated ‘character areas’ (Riverside/ Hillside/ 
Saxonvale East). This major design feature of the masterplan would divorce the 
commercial and residential uses and thus restrict long-term flexibility for expan-
sion and contraction of each use over time. It would also be socially divisive, by 
ring-fencing the high-value riverside apartments from the rest of the develop-
ment. Rigid, artificial divisions go against the grain of Frome’s characteristically 
fluid street pattern, which has proved capable of reinvention over centuries of 
economic and social change. It is therefore disappointing that the panel advises 
that the "Character Areas need more differentiation”.  

2. Saxonvale Road 
The Report states that " The intended closure of Saxonvale Road and the 
change in level at a point adjacent to the western edge of the development 
site creates a dead-end. The Panel suggested this should be reconsidered 
in the interest of maintaining safe emergency access, an alternative route 
and long-term flexibility… and it could invigorate linkages up into the town 
centre.” 

These comments reflect unfamiliarity with the site. The vehicular part of Saxonva-
le would in fact continue as one-way from Church Street, so is not a dead end. In 
addition, there is already emergency gated access via King Street. 
Saxonvale Road is an unhappy 1960s intervention, cut through the medieval 
town across the original grain of streets and buildings. It has blighted the east 
side of the historic town centre, funnelling traffic through Vicarage Street, an im-
portant part of the Conservation Area which is too narrow in places for two-way 
traffic, and completely unsuited to the HGVs that currently trundle through. Its 
partial relief from the majority of through traffic is embedded in the 2005 Devel-
opment Brief and a major asset of the scheme.  

The panel’s proposal to retain Saxonvale as a vehicular link through to the su-
permarkets would deny the principal requirement of the Development Brief and 
Planning policy for Saxonvale, which is to deliver a seamless extension to the 
town centre. Rather than ‘invigorating linkages’ as suggested, this advice would 
have the counter-productive effect of a rat-run, allowing vehicular traffic to split 
the main pedestrian zone linking the town centre with the new neighbourhood. 

3. Quantum of non-residential uses 
The Summary comments that "The Panel was happy that the quantum of 
non-residential use was acceptable despite deviating from the previous 
targets”.  

We respectfully suggest that comments should be restricted to design issues 
within the panel’s brief and competence, rather than broader planning matters. 
The core of the Local Plan for Frome is based on rebalancing employment with 
housing to reduce out-commuting and create a more sustainable settlement. The 
Local Plan requirements for Town Centre employment are clear and unequivocal, 
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requiring over 130,000ft2 aggregated employment use, equivalent to 850-900 
jobs, principally on the Saxonvale site. The fact that the panel are “happy” with 
45,000ft2 employment uses conflicts with the broader strategic needs of the 
town, as well as many of the sustainability goals the panel advocates for Saxon-
vale, including reduced reliance on private cars. 

4. Parking Ratios 
The panel commented "Parking ratios are too high for a development of 
apartments very close to all necessary amenities. Frome should be able to 
sustain a lifestyle that meets the economic expectations of a small town 
and an inclusive sustainable community without producing a scheme dom-
inated by cars.”   

The first point to make is that, with a population approaching 30,000, Frome is 
NOT ‘a small town’: it is the sixth largest settlement in Somerset following Bath, 
Weston-super-Mare, Taunton, Yeovil and Bridgwater, and the largest settlement 
in Mendip District. From an economic standpoint, Frome’s significant out-com-
muting ratio, as mentioned above, makes car ownership essential for many resi-
dents to reach their places of work elsewhere – whether they live in apartments 
or houses, in the town centre or further out. So housing proposed for the site 
does require adequate parking provision, regardless of proximity to ‘necessary 
amenities’. This is particularly important within Frome town centre, to avoid over-
spill parking on/ from surrounding medieval streets. Parking spaces can always 
be converted to other uses but, if not planned for initially, cannot be easily ac-
commodated retrospectively.  

We share the panel’s aspiration of much reduced car usage, and support the ex-
isting proposed reduction below Somerset Highways standards. We would like to 
see it reduced further and agree that proposals for car parking need to be further 
examined and justified by evidence of need. However, we must emphasise that 
this should include a study of the broader context of current and predicted de-
mand and supply of parking in the town of Frome as a whole. The most effective 
way to reduce car use and parking provision at Saxonvale is to reduce the pro-
posed housing quantum in favour of much-needed town centre employment 
space, thus providing more local jobs and cutting down on out-commuting. This 
would also reduce the peak hour trip generation which, as shown in the transport 
assessment and expressed in Somerset Highways’ considered view, will result in 
serious gridlock at nearby junctions.  

Yours sincerely 

Richard Swann RIBA  

Chair  
Frome & District Civic Society 

CC  Mendip District Council 
 Acorn Property Group 

Nash Partnership 
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Mendip Planning Board 
Mendip District Council 
Council Offices  
Cannards Grave Road 
Shepton Mallet, Somerset BA4 5BT 

Dear Sirs,     

SAXONVALE DEVELOPMENT Appl. Ref. 2019_1180_OTS 

Frome Civic Society has previously responded to this application and also to the SWDRP 
report. This commentary re-iterates key points and responds to new material uploaded on 
January 22nd 2020. 

In summary, while the principle of the proposed redevelopment continues to have our full 
support, the quantum of uses and high volume of building remain unacceptable, and we 
maintain our objection to the application. The applicant has failed materially to take on 
board the united and clear arguments made by Frome Town Council, Civic Society, 
Chamber of Commerce and others, despite regular stakeholder meetings and numerous 
written consultation responses.  

1.  Inadequate provision for commercial/other non-residential uses 

Core Policy 6 of the Mendip Local Plan Part 1 states that “town centre redevelopments 
will collectively deliver at least half of the 124,000ft2 of Frome’s flexible office/studio 
space requirement”. This quantum is intended to create space for growing businesses and 
new jobs that need to be in a town centre location. New retail, food & drink, community, 
tourism or other non-residential uses will be in addition to this. Saxonvale is the only 
town centre site of sufficient scale available to meet these needs. The development of 
edge of town employment space, suited to other types of business and jobs, is irrelevant 
to fulfilling demand in the centre. 

The proposed quantum of 27,000 sq ft of commercial space plus 18,000 sq ft of other 
non-residential space remains unacceptably short of both core policy requirements and 
Frome’s needs. It could provide for only about 300 of the 850-900 new jobs needed to 
raise the levels of economic activity for a sustainable, vibrant and extended town centre, 
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commensurate with it’s increasing population. Saxonvale represents the only opportunity 
to ensure the needs of Frome as a settlement are prioritised.  

The application now claims to include buildings with flexible use class at street level, 
which could marginally increase the opportunity for employment. It should be noted 
however that such flexibility cannot be conditioned, as it would be unenforceable, and 
any use class other than C3 dwellinghouse would make the properties unmortgagable. 
Therefore this cannot be considered a viable means to create non-residential space, or 
successfully integrate residential with other uses.  The solution is to remove the present 
rigid linear boundary between ‘commercial’ and ‘residential’ zones, allowing designated 
commercial and community uses at street level below new town-centre homes.   

2. Excessive volume and density of housing 

The housing quantum for Saxonvale was established by Mendip District Council (MDC) 
when it purchased the site and allocated 250 dwellings under emerging Local Plan Part 2.  
The present application increases this to 300. This would result in over-intensive devel-
opment, with insufficient land being allocated to meet the CP6 requirements for non-resi-
dential town centre uses.   

We appreciate that the revised NPPF and Local Housing Need protocol have overridden 
MDC’s Local Plan Housing Requirement and that Frome is required to absorb an appro-
priate amount of the increased 5-year supply total. This does not, however, have to be at 
Saxonvale. Many other sites, mainly on the edge of town, are in various stages of applica-
tion and pre-application, which would substantially exceed the new 5-year supply target 
for Frome and indeed make a surplus contribution to Mendip targets. MDC cannot argue 
that it needs to put 300 dwellings on Saxonvale, or that meeting its 5-year supply re-
quirements should take precedence over the established and specific town-centre core 
policies determined in CP6.  

The application proposes only 20% affordable provision (60 homes) against the MDC 
target of 30%. In order to achieve closer to the 30% we would propose retaining the tar-
get of 60 affordable homes with a reduction in the number of market dwellings from 300 
to a maximum of 250, to meet MDC’s policy requirements. 

3. Over-intensive and out-of-character design approach 

In order to satisfy the quantum of 300 dwellings, the proposal takes the form of an ag-
gressively urban development consisting largely of 4 and 5 storey blocks of flats over 
ground level parking, served by narrow streets and alleys, replicating a dense form of 
tenement living. These have a very significant amount of ‘dead’ frontage at street level. 
Such developments are inappropriate in the heart of Frome, which has vibrant streets of 
predominantly of 2 - 3 storeys with occasional attic storeys and characteristically wide 
variations in façade and roofscape.  

The applicants have characterised their proposals with evocations of historic ‘bartons’, a 
‘yard’ and ‘leat’. In reality the layout would be out of character, overbearing and harmful 
to Frome’s historic core and its assets, including St John’s Church. The 4 storey Silk Mill 
and Western Warehouse should maintain their historic dominance over the site. They 
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would be out-scaled by the proposed deep-plan 4-5 storey blocks, directly facing the 
main eastern elevation of the Western Warehouse with ground and upper storey car parks. 
The Silk Mill would be surrounded by vehicle parking. These landmark industrial her-
itage buildings should not be isolated from the town’s active and residential street 
frontages. 

The developers have published artists’ impressions of an open, sunny, family-friendly 
riverside neighbourhood. In reality, most of the streets and open spaces will be severely 
overshadowed for the greater part of the day, most seasons of the year. This proposal 
must be scaled back to ensure that the town character is respected, visual heritage en-
hanced and residential amenity maintained. The scheme should be adjusted to limit the 
height of any building generally to 3 storeys, rising to 4 storeys where height is mitigated 
by sloping land, as occasional features or set back as an attic storey.  

The public realm is critical to the success of the development.  We welcome the riverside 
park and footbridge in principle, but question the necessity of large-scale tree removal 
resulting from the proposed raising of levels to accommodate the riverside buildings.  We 
are also concerned that the footbridge appears to be treated as a picturesque nicety in a 
park, rather than the essential cycle link, connecting this side of Frome across the town’s 
Green Spine.  
‘The Yard’, or public square, is too small as a destination and too self-contained to form a 
seamless link with the main part of the development, connected through an unpleasantly 
narrow alley, squeezed between two tall buildings. Modifications have been made to the 
other main town space, Garsdale Avenue, by means of removing some on-street parking, 
surface changes and additional planting. This does not resolve the fundamental conflict 
between maintaining an attractive public realm and the unrestricted through-route for 
commercial, delivery and shopping traffic. 

4. Inadequate and unproven response to traffic flow problems 

The ‘sustainable lifestyle’ vision promoted by the applicant is of a self-contained com-
munity where people will make little use of cars. However, the lack of workspace oppor-
tunities, affordable housing and character of the proposed dwellings will not suit those 
working or wishing to work in Frome’s retail, service and other town centre sectors. 
Where, like Frome, a town already has a high out-commuting profile, it makes no sense 
to locate an intensive development of new homes at its centre.  

A realistic view is that a significant proportion of people who come to live in Saxonvale 
are likely to have to travel to work – many by car. Somerset County Council noted the 
adverse impact of this on traffic movements around Frome and the applicant has respond-
ed by proposing the signalisation of the complex Gorehedge junctions. Their response 
states: "the modelled improvements have the potential to vastly improve capacity at the 
junction.” In fact, the modelling indicates that the worst-performing link within the junc-
tion would still operate with almost 20% over capacity in the morning peak and 12% in 
the evening peak hours, as compared to the baseline scenario. 

Therefore this proposed solution cannot, at present, be accepted as a basis for granting 
outline consent. Independent studies are required to ensure that (a) the traffic impacts 
from Saxonvale will be materially mitigated by the proposal and (b) there will be no ad-
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verse knock-on impact on traffic entering, leaving or crossing the town centre. The pro-
posal does not appear to include any phasing for pedestrians to cross the top of Bath 
Street (East-West flow along Christchurch Street). If this provision is not made, the pro-
posed works to Gorehedge will further damage cross-town pedestrian and cycle flows. 
Locating pedestrian crossings where it is convenient for vehicular traffic only, as illus-
trated, does not address the problem and could exacerbate it. 

No modelling appears to have been done on the cumulative effect of signalised traffic 
management at both Gorehedge and Garsdale Roundabouts, in combination with existing 
signals at Locks Hill, Great Western Road and elsewhere. There is potential to create 
more tailbacks, noise and pollution. 

5. Lack of commitment to delivering sustainability 

One of the most significant concerns about this application is that it sets out an effusive 
vision of “enabling people to live more impact accountable lives”, without making any 
commitment to meeting even the most fundamental criteria for environmental sustainabil-
ity. The case is put to us that the planning and architecture of the site will, in itself, trans-
form the way that ordinary people live: 

“The development will bring careful consideration of the typologies of both living and 
working to recognise contemporary and emerging lifestyle patterns within the context of 
climate change mitigation and the societal changes this necessitates.” 

The Addendum to the Planning Statement says that delivering this will require “a holistic 
approach that combines bespoke design to create a built and landscaped environment 
centred on people and the activity they generate, ..and the management and operation of 
the new neighbourhood to enable sustainable patterns of living and working ( open spa-
ces, habitat, waste, energy supply, car club, community resources etc).“ The statement 
that follows notes that all these elements will only come together into a sustainable 
neighbourhood strategy “as the project moves from the current outline stage to detailed 
design and delivery.”  

 We question how far down the delivery chain the sustainable vision will survive. We are 
alarmed by the warning about the complexity of the site and the financial demands on its 
development, and that “costs and values are being evaluated on an ongoing basis to bal-
ance the competing demands”. 

This is the clearest possible indication that sustainability, along with housing affordability 
and community facilities, will be an early casualty if the development does not meet the 
profit expectations of the developer and landowners. 

Richard Swann (Chair) 
BSc(Hons) BArch(Hons) RIBA  
for and on behalf of  
Frome & District Civic Society
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Mendip Planning Board 
Mendip District Council 
Council Offices  
Cannards Grave Road 
Shepton Mallet, Somerset BA4 5BT 

Dear Sirs,    Planning Board - Saxonvale 2019/1180/OTS  

We OBJECT to the application.  

It is extremely disappointing that, having registered to speak at the board meet-
ing, I have been emailed at the very last minute to be told that we have no op-
portunity to speak directly with elected councillors on this matter. I therefore ask 
that you take into account the following issues.


The scale and complexity of this scheme is probably the largest ever considered 
by this Planning Authority. As a major regeneration site in the heart of Frome, 
there can be very few who would not wish for a comprehensive mixed use de-
velopment here. Frome Civic Society have fully engaged positively with this ap-
plication as part of the  ‘Stakeholder Group’ , attending 11 meetings held by 
Mendip since August 2018 when the then Council Leader Harvey Siggs said ‘ 
We are going to get this right for Frome’.


Since the election we have not seen any councillors at these meetings. The 
whole project seems to be on auto-pilot as far as any outsiders can see. Per-
haps the new Council are happier sitting back, closing their eyes and hoping for 
a smooth landing at the destination set by the previous council? 

Over the last 2 years we have expressed growing anxiety about the scheme be-
ing developed by Acorn and Nash, but I appreciate they have an agreement with 
Mendip they say they cannot divulge and therefore the scheme is what it is. 


There is no time to go into the design, but councillors will note the fixed and 
rigid division between a small non-residential precinct, split from the major resi-
dential site. The precinct is an undersized fig leaf for an estate of 300 apartment 
blocks of 4- 5 storeys (up to 52ft)  fronting Garsdale Avenue, dwarfing the varied 
streets patterns and roofscapes of Frome’s historic town centre, obscuring 
views of St John’s Church, dominating the 4 storey 42ft Silk Mill and Western 
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Warehouse. (There are no fire tenders in the area with ladders longer than 44 
ft ! )

 The architectural model deployed is of an ‘industrial’ urban scale that domi-
nates modern city centres, but is unappealing and unnecessary in a market 
town. Homes within this context are more likely to attract investors looking for a 
profit than local people hoping to live in the town centre. 


The proposed over-intensive residential development will generate more traffic 
than the Garsdale junction can bear. MDC purchased the Saxonvale site know-
ing this is the only viable means of access for commercial and passenger vehi-
cles. The consequent development limitations should have set the brief from the 
start. No evidence has been presented that signalling will prevent tailbacks; it 
could worsen them. Knock-on effects on local residents and businesses in 
Portway, Alexandra Road and Vicarage Street have been persistently over-
looked.


In short,  It is not the ‘seamless extension to the town centre’ envisaged by 
Mendips Development Brief.  Nor is it the vision set out in Mendips Core Policy 
6 Plan for Frome which required -

“Town centre redevelopments, including Saxonvale and, in the longer term, the 
Westway Centre,  will collectively deliver: ( among other things)  
- Up to 7,000sqm of additional non-food retail space in a range of unit sizes that 
encourage a broader range of national, regional and local operators into the 
town. 
- Residential uses and uses that enhance the attraction of the town to visitors 
and as an evening destination for social and leisure activities. 
- At least half of the 11,500sqm of flexible office/studio space requirement (see 

Table 10) including a permanent site for FETE within the Saxonvale area. 

This last point was used to refuse a scheme for 60 houses on a small part of the 
current Saxonvale site.  At appeal the inspector rightly pointed out that it was an 
erroneous translation of the wording in Table 10 which required “11,850 sqm of 
Town Centre Uses ( excluding retail).” 

It was on this very narrow point that the inspector accepted the appeal, 
stating 

“Policy CP6 does not provide a clear basis on which the indicative level of need 
for Town Centre Uses can be apportioned between the various development ar-
eas and individual sites. The difference of view between the Planning Officers as 
to its requirements, which was evident at the Inquiry, serves to demonstrate the 
lack of clarity within the policy wording.”  

The Inspector didn’t say ‘The employment space needs set by Core Policy 6 or 
Table 10 should be disregarded.’ He was determining that a small part of the 
Saxonvale site could not be held to any specific portion of non residential. 

The application in front of you is not a small part, it is the entirety of Saxonvale. 
The need for employment of the quantum set out in Mendips Policy for 
Frome has not been superseded or deleted.  

The Report and recommendation in front of you puts great weight on the fact 
that because the exact quantum of non residential use for that small site could 
not be determined the lesser amount proposed ‘meets the requirements.’ 
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Whether you refer to CP 6 or Table 10, the quantum required at Saxonvale 
is at least half of the 11,500sqm in CP6 or 11,850sqm, in table 10. 
The 4,180sqm proposed falls far below this threshold. 


There is simply nowhere else in the town centre for the scale of employment 
space required by CP6. 

CP 6 states 

“ the biggest challenge the town faces in the next 20 years is to reduce the out-
flow of workers from the town by providing more jobs locally. The number of new 
jobs in the town is predicted to rise by around 2,700 (based on a moderate pro-
jection) and this level must be seen as a minimum if the town is to start reducing 
the level of out commuting it experiences. Those sectors which are predicted to 
grow are Business Services, Retailing and Health. Whilst Commerce Park, a ma-
jor employment area to the north east of the town offers a good supply of new 
serviced land for a wide range of uses, there is a need for smaller sites to emerge 
within the town (particularly around the town centre) which can offer office and 
studio type space.”  

With the exception of Saxonvale and 3 edge of town trading estates, Frome has 
lost ALL of its major employment sites to housing approvals, over the last 20 
years: 
Singers 	 	 136 houses, (4 shops),  1999

Vallis Mills (Redrow)- 204 houses, 2002

Coloroll  	 	 129 houses and flats, 2005

Cuprinol 	 	 116 houses, 2006 

Slipps  	 	 74 houses and flats, 2009

Matbro  	 	 187 houses (1 shop), 2009

Police Station and Magistrates Court 61 houses, 2014

Western Vinyl 	 64 houses, 2017

Selwood Print Works 157 houses, (1 shop), 2019

Not to mention numerous smaller employment sites. 


These collectively equate to over 1150 new dwellings on employment land.

Where do these new property owners work?  

Where are the 2,700 projected ADDITIONAL jobs and 4 Hectares of em-
ployment land that Mendips Local Plan Table 10 requires? 

Where will the 11,860sqm of additional Town Centre employment land come 
from? 


Saxonvale is the ONLY available site other than the town car park. 

No car park- no visitors, no trade. 


In summary, all we are asking is that you, Mendip District Council as owner 
of Saxonvale and as the Planning Authority, stick by your Plan for Frome 
(CP6) that everyone else has to abide by. 

Mendips Commercial agreement with Acorn cannot override Planning Policy. 

Adjust the scheme accordingly to provide:

A substantial part of the 11,850sqm town centre requirement for non retail em-
ployment and cultural uses, significantly more than the pitiful 4,180sqm currently 
offered, 
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250 dwellings that are an appropriate scale, a maximum of 4 stories 

A future proof layout with flexibility to allow changes of use over time to make 
this scheme resilient to our rapidly changing society for long term sustainability. 


Don’t squander this once-and-only opportunity, and abide by your 
own Local Plan to create a vibrant town centre extension otherwise 
you will cause irreversible damage to the town’s unique character 
and the life opportunities of the people of Frome.


Richard Swann 
BSc(Hons) BArch(Hons) RIBA  
for and on behalf of  
Frome & District Civic Society 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